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Convocation 2013 deemed outstanding success

O

ver 200 Oblates attended the 4th convocation of the
entire US province held from April 15-19 at the Shrine
of Our Lady of the Snows in Belleville, IL, reflecting on
the theme, We are One and Strong; On Fire Still!
Four keynote speakers addressed the assembly: Fr. Frank
Santucci, OMI; Fr. Joe Nassal, CPPS; Bro. Loughlan Sofield,
ST; and Fr. Stephen Bevans, SVD.
The Convocation Committee, headed by Frs. Ray John
Marek and Tom Ovalle, included Frs. Don Arel, Ray Cook
and Richard Hall.
The Convocation opening took place in the Shrine Church
with an impressive ceremony of lighting six candles, representing
the six areas of the province in which Oblates serve. This was
followed by a welcome from provincial, Fr. William Antone and a
keynote address by Fr. Santucci on Renewal and the Founder.
Prior to the Tuesday morning prayer, presided over by

Above: novice Bradley Clark Lights the six stone candles
at the opening session of Convocation 2013
Left: Fr. Antone, Archbishop Roger Schweitz, OMI and Fr.
Allen Maes greet Belleville’s bishop, Edward Braxton in
the Shrine church foyer.
Below: Preparing to “chow down,” Frs. John Hanley, Steve
Conserva, Rudy Nowakowski, Schol Bro. Daniel
Janulewicz, Fr. Ray Lebrun, Bro. Charles Gilbert and Fr.
Steve Vasek.

Schol. Bro. Lucio Castillo, the bishop of the Belleville
diocese, Edward Braxton, welcomed the Oblates to
the diocese. Remarking that it was the birthday of Pope
Emeritus Benedict XVI, the bishop reflected on the
contribution the pontiff had made, not only in his many
talks and stirring encyclicals, but even in his historic
“resignation” from the papacy.
The two morning sessions were presented by
Continued on page 14
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From the Provincial

Yakutat. That’s the name of a village in Alaska

where I served during Holy Week. It’s situated at
the top of the “panhandle” which is the northern tip
of “Southeast Alaska”, the home of Juneau, the state
capital. Yakutat is on the outskirts of the diocese of
Juneau, a bit off the beaten track, at least for me.
Yakutat’s St. Ann’s church is one of 11 parishes
in the diocese of Juneau. Bishop Edward Burns
graciously welcomed me during my short stay. Two
Oblates serve in the Juneau diocese: Fr. Jim Blaney,
pastor of St. Gregory of Nazianzen parish in Sitka,
has spent the last 25 years in the diocese and has
been stationed in practically every community in
Southeast Alaska, and Fr. Pat Casey who has
ministered in Alaska for over 5 years now and is
currently the rector of the Cathedral of the Nativity of Mary in
Juneau.
Approximately 20 percent of the overall population of
the Juneau diocese is Catholic, though many do not practice their
faith. 60 percent of the population is “un-churched”.
There are other Oblates doing ministry in Alaska, and
they are in the archdiocese of Anchorage, where Oblate
Archbishop Roger Schwietz has served since 2001. In the
Anchorage archdiocese Oblate Frs. Roger Bergkamp, Gerry
Brunet, Tom Killeen, Bob Leising, Jerry Orsino and Tom
Rush all serve God’s people.
Over the last two years, Fr. Jim Wynne volunteered to
serve in Yakutat. He is well remembered by the good people of
St. Ann’s parish in Yakutat, who speak of his friendly, out-going
personality, reaching out to everyone. Yakutat is a small town.
Everyone knows everyone. Fishing and tourism is at the center
of the local economy. As in all of Southeast Alaska, Yakutat gets

Fr. Antone at Easter breakfast in Yakutat restaurant
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large amounts of rain
and snow and yet when
the sky is clear the
glacier-interlaced St.
Elias Mountains,
mostly in Canada,
dramatically stretch
from one end of the
horizon to the other,
rising practically from
sea level to the top
Fr. Jack King, OMI
elevation of Mt.
Logan’s 19,551 feet.
An average of 10 people attended each of the
Holy Week services in Yakutat, with the largest
number—15—on Easter Sunday.
About 30 people attended the ecumenical
Easter sunrise service. Assembly of God pastor Brian
Hopper, Presbyterian pastor Linda Westcott and I led
the 7 a.m. service. I was asked to give the “message”
and then bless the fishing fleet which consisted of about
two dozen fishing vessels. Local residents had already
disembarked on another 10 commercial vessels around
3:00 a.m. to fish for halibut, so I blessed the empty
moorings too, before we placed a small wreath
remembering members of the community who over the
years had drowned at sea.
I noticed that Pope Francis, in his
incredible homily for the Holy Thursday Chrism
Mass, emphasized that the anointing of Christ’s
ministers is meant to flow down to the very edge
and “outskirts” of the garment, enlivening God’s
people. In doing such ministry—in our case, as Oblate
Priests and Brothers—with direct attention to the
people we serve, Pope Francis said that we will likely
be inundated with prayer requests, some of them
“inconvenient” or “downright banal—but only
apparently so”: “‘Pray for me, Father, for I have this
problem’, ‘Bless me’, ‘Pray for me’—these words are
the sign that the anointing has flowed down to the edges
of the robe, for it has turned into prayer.”
Like the desperate, yet faith-filled woman who
touched the edge of Christ’s own garment, the people
we serve know and trust that we are immediately ready
to share in their particular reality, their struggles and
sufferings. For sure—Pope Francis suggests—
discussions of chasubles and their hues and fabrics—
Continued on page 3
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and other such conversations—shrink
back into only a relative significance
when we sense the challenge of ministry
that is meant to overflow and reach as
far as the “outskirts”.
Although Yakutat is far from
Washington D.C., I observed that the
locals were not only aware of, but also
had expertise in local, state, national and
international affairs, the economy,
education, immigration, marriage and life
issues, Native Americans, the nation’s
military, ecology and health care.
Ministries like our Justice,
Peace and Integrity of Creation (JPIC)
ministry, the Council for Research in
Values and Philosophy, the Oblate
School of Theology and many other
higher profile ministries can easily and
often do find the very Oblate and
Gospel reasons for “going to the

Fr. Blaney (center) with parishioners in Sitka at Easter celebration.
outskirts” even when they are “in the
eyes of the world” insignificant, like the
town of Yakutat. Yakutat is also a very
long ways from such cosmopolitan
crossroads like Miami, Houston and
Los Angeles. Even so, the center for

O

n the occasion of its March meeting in Malibu, CA, the Provincial
Council had the opportunity to meet with the Oblates of the Pacific
area on March 13. Seated , l-r: Schol. Bro. Feliciano Lopez-Ortiz, Frs. Bill

Antone, Victor Santoyo, Carlos Alarcon, Steve Conserva, Art Flores, Bro.
Lucio Cruz; Back, l-r: Frs. Ray John Marek, Webert Merilan, Lou Studer,
John Curran, Tom Coughlin, Jim Brobst, Porfirio Garcia, Antonio Ponce,
Tom Ovalle, Bro. Craig Bonham, Frs. Alejandro Roque, Greg Gallagher, Stan
Zowada, Jim Taggart.

Oblates and what is central for Oblates
is always where the “outskirts” are
enlivened by “the liberating presence of
Jesus Christ and the new world born in
his resurrection” (CC&RR 9)—even if
that peripheral reality is hidden behind
the façade of an urban landscape or is
simply the honest, heart-felt confession
of one seeking healing and spiritual
direction.
And while some Oblates are
involved in the challenging ministries of
preaching, teaching, scholarship, writing
and thinking and even of being “present
where decisions affecting the future of
the poor are being made” (Rule 9a), their
ministry too by implication is constantly
called to build bridges to and from the
margins, the “outskirts”, and to and from
those who serve on such fronts. Truly
going to the “outskirts” also includes
rebuilding the “mutually enhancing”
awareness of the connectedness of “all
that is” in God’s Creation. (This
ecological ministry will only grow in
importance because our love for
humanity’s poor cannot exclude our love
for the God who sustains that which
sustains humanity.)
Continued on page 4
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Lowell set as site of
2nd Mission Center

F

rs. Bill Antone, Greg
Gallagher and James
Taggart met with Oblates at
the Garin residence in Lowell, MA on
Feb. 26 to discuss the establishment
of a “Mission Center” in that city.
Oblates at Garin are active in
various ministries: the parishes of Holy
Family and St. Patrick, and the Shrine
of St. Joseph Worker. All those present
expressed enthusiasm for this effort to
work with the poor and abandoned in
the area. With this meeting, the second
of the proposed Mission Centers
officially began. The first is the Center
in Buffalo, NY.

From the Provincial
Continued from page 3
Finally, some Oblates are
dedicated to a life of prayer, like Fr.
Jack King who has spent the last 22
years in the Bethlehem Monastery in
Livingston Manor, NY. His life has been
a special unction that overflows for the
benefit of all.
A worthy challenge for us as
Oblates with our diversity of ages,

Visible in this photo of those at the Garin Residence meeting, l-r: Don
Lozier, Eugene Tremblay, Paul Ouellette, Tuan Pham; Dwight Hoeberechts;
Dan Crahen, Adhemar Deveau; Norm Parent, Mike O’Hara; Greg Gallagher;
Charles Gilbert: Bill Antone; Tom Cruise; Jim Taggart.
cultures and temperaments, in whatever
ministry, internal or external, as we look
out from our individual vantage points,
is to see and appreciate a sort of
“Oblate unity and cohesion as
missionaries” among and in favor of
those on the “outskirts”.
Such a challenge can also be
laid before our Friends, Benefactors
and Collaborators, who are associated
with and support the Oblates in a
multitude of ways. Hopefully as we

Fr. Bevil Bramwell, OMI has written an undergraduate
level textbook, The World of the Sacraments, available from
Amazon.com.The work is designed to offer both the basic
philosophical and theological principles to explain the
sacraments as well as an extensive historical survey of the
writings about each sacrament and its rites. It indicates the
high degree of consistency in the thought about the
sacraments through the ages.
Also, The Priest for April 2013 ran one of Fr. Bramwell’s articles,
The Legacy of Benedict XVI: Servant of the Living Faith. The article
reflects on the role of the Holy Father as “a marvelous source of calm unity
for the faithful....The day to day existence of the pope means that the unity of
the Church is not just an idea, but an actual following, right here and now, in
the way to Christ Himself.”

move into the future, our Honorary
Oblates, Associates, Benefactors,
Partners, Donors and Employees will
experience a growing involvement in
living out this central aspect of the
Oblate charism in their individual
contexts. Such a unity and cohesion is
undoubtedly already there, although it
is not primarily a visible, external thing.
Finding natural, perhaps spontaneous
ways to express and celebrate it will
be an important part of renewal,
revitalization and “re-founding”.
Such unity and cohesion as
missionaries to and among the poor and
abandoned on the margins, the
outskirts, will be more tangibly
experienced when we listen to one
another without prejudice and without
preparing an answer before the other
has finished what he is saying. Now
that’s a challenge! I must say that in
tiny Yakutat I discovered a good
degree of such respectful listening, a
lesson perhaps for many of us. Blessings
from Yakutat, its sea, mountains,
environs and people!
Fr. William Antone, OMI
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Young Oblate Associates
receive crosses
by Bro. Jason Rossignol, OMI
he first group of Young Oblate
Associates of San Juan de los
Lagos parish and shrine in San
Antonio, TX, were presented with
the Junior Oblate Cross on Feb. 17,
2013.
Those who received the Junior
Oblate Cross at San Juan have demonstrated the values and the spirit of St.
Eugene by ministering to the most abandoned not only within the parish but
outside the parish, learning about the Having received their crosses, the Young Oblate Associates posed with Fr.
Founder and the history of the Oblates, Richard Hall, OMI, pastor, and Bro. Jason Rossignol, OMI, who helped form
prayer and other aspects of Oblate life. the associate group for San Juan de los Lagos.

T

Come and See weekend
held in Buffalo, NY

F

ourteen young men attended the
Oblate “Come and See”
weekend at the pre-novitiate in
Buffalo, NY, from March 15-17.
Of those attending, Fr.
Charles Banks, brought eight from
Texas; Fr. Harold Fisher, three from
the Midwest; and Schol. Bro. Jesse
Esqueda three from New Orleans.

Left: Vocation directors,
prenovices with the attendees.

San Antonio scholastic makes final vows

S

cholastic Brother Ulises Silva, OMI, a member
of the Mexican Province and of the George Sexton
community in San Antonio, pronounced his final vows
on Feb. 16, at the parish of Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe
in Mexico City. His provincial superior, Fr. Vicente Lopez,
OMI, received his vows in the name of the Superior General.
Bro. Silva is in his second year in San Antonio.
Born in the Mexican State of Jalisco in 1983, he made his
novitiate in Brazil and pronounced his first vows in Sumaré,
Brazil, in 2007.
After his first profession, he studied philosophy in
Guatemala and began his studies of theology in Mexico City.
He came to the United States in the fall of 2011. After a

year of English language studies at the Mexican American
Catholic College in San Antonio, he entered the Master of
Divinity program at Oblate School of Theology.
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The “act phase” of Renewing Our Province Mission is
in full swing!
In February I visited four of the parishes we plan to return to their respective dioceses.
I was fortunate, at each ministry site,
to hear words of deep regret that the
Oblates who have served so faithfully and well are leaving.
Several leaders in these parishes told me it was the Oblates
who encouraged them to take an active role because the
Oblates recognized a gift, a talent they had for leadership. I
felt proud of the good ministry that had occurred, both by
the Oblates and the parish leaders.
As I spoke with these Oblates, we discussed some
new ministry possibilities for them. All of them will move to a
new place, live with other Oblates, some of whom they don’t
know well, some of them will be challenged to minister to a
new culture, learn a new language, learn a new way of living.
As Oblates of Mary Immaculate, this is our life when we
receive a new obedience.
Quite easily we Oblates moved through the “see
phase” of renewing our province mission. We readily
affirmed one another in our varied ministries. The
“judge phase,” while quite a bit more challenging, was
largely an academic exercise. From a wide and varied
assortment of ministries, we chose to strongly affirm
some, evaluate our commitment to others and relinquish some.
We are now in the “act phase”, clearly the most
difficult phase. The “act phase” will begin to be implemented this summer and will continue to be “put into
action” for many years to come.
With our passion for ministry, for getting the job done,
for relating well with those whom we minister, for affirming
others in roles of leadership, our greatest challenge, it seems,
is living in community together. We seem to have the “doing
part” down pat but not so much the “being part” as being
applies to “being with one another.”
St. Eugene recognized that living in community was
vital, not simply so we would be strengthened in our ministry
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Please remember in prayer
our recently departed
George Svobodny, 84, brother of Fr. Al Svobodny,
OMI, died on Feb. 11 in New Hope, MN.
Harold Fisher, 85, father of Fr. Harold Fisher, OMI,
died on Feb. 21 in LaGrange, IL.
Eileen O’Brien, 90, sister of Fr. David O’Brien, OMI
(Brazil), died on March 11 in Grand Island, NY.
James Powell, father of Fr. Michael Powell, OMI,
died on March 18 in IL.
Eugene J. Dummer, 78, brother of Fr. Don Dummer,
OMI, died in Rochester, MN on March 20.
Fr. Robert Allie, OMI, 90, died on April 6 at the
Marian Center, St. Paul, MN.
Ignacia Gonzalez, 95, grandmother of Fr. Fernando
Velázquez, OMI, died on April 8, in Tepatitlán, Jalisco,
Mexico.
Carol Robinettie, 68, brother-in-law of Bro. Andy
Lawlor, OMI, died on April 8 in Florida.
André Marineau, 79, brother of Fr. Albert
Martineau, OMI, died on April 21 in Boston, MA.

or supported in our life of prayer but because it is a value
in and of itself.
While we readily rise to the occasion of support and help one another in moments of crisis, difficulty, poor health, we can sometimes be somewhat
negligent, overly casual or completely forgetful
about one another’s needs and issues.
Our American culture seems to support this kind
of blasé attitude among men. As religious, as Oblates,
we are given a different call, a call to community, to support and care for one another.
These particular times of crisis, sickness, trauma,
bring out the best of care in each one of us towards one
another. Can those times become part and parcel of our
new way of being with each other in our common life
together as we continue to renew ourselves in our province mission?
-Fr. Lou Studer, OMI

Spring CROCUS meeting held
by Fr. Lou Studer, OMI

L-r: Frs. Louis Studer; Jacques Laliberte; Wojciech Kowal; Marian Gil; John
Malazdrewich; Warren Brown; Bill Antone; Luc Tardif; Gil Mason.

T

wice a year the Oblate
Provincials and Vicar
Provincials from the three provinces of Canada and the U.S. Province
meet. Joining us each time is the General Administration’s representative to
the U.S./Canada region.
Since the U.S. and Canada
comprise one region, the leadership of
these four provinces meets to discuss
points of common interest and concern:
formation, vocations, mission, exchange
of personnel, to name a few.
From March 4 to10, we met in
Victoria, British Colombia, where we
focused primarily on the upcoming Inter-chapter meeting to be held in
Bangkok, Thailand, from April 22nd to
May 3rd. The Inter-chapter meeting is
so named because it takes place in the
interim of the regular Chapter meeting
every six years in Rome.
Preparation for this Inter-chapter meeting includes a statistical report
of each province in the Congregation
as well as an update of how each province has enfleshed the theme of the last
Chapter. The theme of the last Chapter in 2010 was conversion, in light of
four main calls: mission, leadership, for-

mation and stewardship. The main focus of this meeting was how we, as a
region, and in each province, strive to
bring this about in a more intense way.

Since the last Chapter, the U.S.
Province has begun a process of “Renewing our Province Mission.” We are
striving to reconfigure our missionary
presence and apostolic community life
in order to more effectively carry out
our Oblate mission with fewer personnel.
Our meeting was hosted by the
Lacombe Canadian province. Part of
our time together always includes visiting some local Oblate ministry sites of
the hosting province. We visited St.
Patrick’s in Victoria, a parish of over
800 families, served by only one Oblate.
Becoming better acquainted
with one another is also an essential part
of our time together. Obviously this
helps ensure better co-operation, more
fruitful dialogue and deeper trust as together we strive to be better leaders of
the Canada – U.S. Oblate region.

On March 21, Fr. Franklin S. Mirasol, OMI, from the Mission station in
Loei, Thailand dropped by 391 and spent some time talking to members of the
JPIC office. In the northeast district of Thailand, Loei is about 520 kms from
Bangkok. There, the Oblates have their largest concentration of missionaries
(seven in all) in the country. The mission territory covers a large area. Hmong
people inhabit the two areas where Oblates reside and minister. They form the
Mankhao and Kun Nam Khap villages.

Above: Fr. Mirasol (center) with his sister and her husband talk with
JPIC’s George Ngolwe and Christina Herman.
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OST honors two
at Spring Gala
On April 3rd, the Oblate School of
Theology (OST) held its annual Spring
Gala, this year recognizing. Sr. Jane
Ann Slater, CDP and Fr. Bob Wright,
OMI, at the Whitley Theological
Center on campus.
Sr. Jane Ann has served on the
Board of Trustees of OST since October 2005. During that time, she served
as the Superior General of her religious
order, the Congregation of Divine Providence. She has had a distinguished career in education at the elementary, Frs. Wright and Billy Morell, Srs. Romona Bezner and Slater. Fr. Morell
middle school, high school and college roasted Fr. Wright, and Sr. Bezner did the same for Sr. Slater.
levels, including serving as Dean of Stu- dents at Our Lady of the Lake Univer- sity. She has served on numerous
boards of directors and committees for
both local and national organizations,
among them the Leadership Conference
by Fr. Jim Brobst, OMI
of Women Religious. Sr. Jane Ann curOn Saturday, March 23rd Sr. Maxine leadership at the Oblate Ecological Ini- rently serves as Director of Academic
Pohlman, SSND, was awarded the tiative on the beautiful grounds of our Studies at Assumption Seminary.
tenth annual “Spiritual Leadership Novitiate in Godfrey, IL.
Fr. Bob Wright, an AssociAward” by the Center for Spirituality
She began as associate direcate Professor of Theology and Culand Sustainability (CSS).
tor of this JPIC ministry of the U.S.
ture, has taught at OST since AuThe CSS is an interfaith home Province in 2005 and has been direcgust of 1984. Ordained 10 years
for campus ministries at Southern Illi- tor for three years now.
earlier, he has served in parish minnois University at Edwardsville. The
The Missionary Oblate comistry along the Mexican border and
Oblates can be proud of Sr. Maxine’s mitment to a spiritual basis for ecologiin San Antonio, working with mical issues was evident in the
grants, basic ecclesial communities,
award presented and in her own
youth, and lay ministry training.
response at the banquet, atFather Bob also was a formatended by about 100 leaders in
tion director and has worked in social
the metro-East Area.
justice advocacy. His interests are in
Most men’s religious
culture and religion, fundamental theolcommunities are, unfortunately,
ogy, U.S. Hispanic Christianity, and
visibly absent from this vital
Catholic history in the Southwest.
arena. Concern for Earth is a
His work has appeared in nufertile “common ground” for
merous publications, including The
people of many faiths, especially
Oxford Encyclopedia of Latinos and
the younger generation. Oblates
Latinas in the United States, U.S.
are blessed to have a recogCatholic Historian, The Encyclopenized, expert presence such as
Sr. Maxine (right) with fellow award Sr. Maxine to represent us in this dia of Religion in America, The New
Handbook of Texas, and Catholic
winner Betsy Slosar of CSS for her field with a distinctly Catholic
Southwest, to name a few.
missionary presence.
leadership within that organization.

CSS recogizes work of Sr. Pohlman
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Associate help in
Haiti continues

O

blate Associate Dennis
Baumann of the Vint Hill,
VA group has been
spearheading the aid they have been
extending to Haiti in the form of locating,
refurbishing and sending used
computers to schools there.
At the February Associates
meeting, Fr. George Kirwin, OMI,
chaplain, shared the following letter
from Mr. Baumann:
“As you may know, I just got
back from Haiti. My week with Fr. Joe
Corriveau was both beneficial and
educational. I wanted to visit some of
the Oblate schools located to the North
of Port au Prince but Fr. Joe thought
that we should concentrate on the

Among those attending the February Associate meeting were: Crissy
Patterson, Lois Sutphin, Dolly Smith, Kate Milan, Lyndsey Patterson, Fred
Tobias, Fr. Kirwin, Kathy Marsh, and Liz Croson.
schools and parishes down South. He memorable and attending Mass at
won, and I’m glad that he did. Our visit Fondwa with Fr. Loudegar Mazile
to Port Salut and Damassin were goes beyond unforgettable.”

Vatican Ethnological Museum visited

S

upporters of the Pontifical Mission Societies (PMS) were meeting in Rome at the same time as
the Papal Conclave last March.
Francis Cardinal
George, OMI, present in Rome for the
election of Pope Francis, Fr. Andrew
Small, OMI (PMS director), Oblate

Frs. Ted Nowak (Assumption Province) and John Gordon took advantage of the occasion to visit the
Vatican Missionary Ethnological Museum on March 7. The Oblates had supported the building of that museum.
The Museum was founded by
Pope Pius XI on November 12,

1926, on the closure of the Universal
Missionary Exhibition, which the Pontiff himself had desired on the occasion of the Holy Year of 1925.
On February 1, 1927 the museum was inaugurated in the rooms
of the Lateran Palace where it remained until 1963. In 1973, under the
pontificate of Paul VI, it was relocated
in its present site in the Vatican.
Today, the Ethnological Missionary Museum total some 80,000
objects from Asia, Oceania, Africa, and
the Americas. The collections reflect, on
one hand, artistic products of indigenous
religious culture, and on the other, objects created after Catholic evangelization. The former are the focus of the
museum’s displays, the latter being primarily held in storage and accessible
upon request.

Left, l-r: Fr. Small, Cardinal George,
Frs. Ted Nowak and John Gordon outside the Ethnological Museum.
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in Glennallen, AK and also
serve as a chaplain at the
Alaska Native Medical Center in Anchorage.
by Sr. Frances Vista, DC
Fr. Brunet is known
ore than 200 people gathto walk the halls of the hosered at the Anchorage
pital in search of the CathoMarriot Hotel on Feb. 7
lic patients to administer the
for the 11th annual St. Francis of AsSacraments and be of comsisi Awards Banquet which recognized
fort to families and relatives
Fr. Gerald Brunet, OMI and Sr.
who are visiting. Hospital
Mary Jo Brin, LSP as the Priest and
staff know to call Fr. Brunet
Sister of the year.
to be at the bedside of paThe popular awards program,
tients flown into Anchorage
presented to area Catholics who have
from different villages of the
served their communities with love, Archbishop Roger Schwietz congratulates Fr. State, especially before surhumility and dedicated service, began Brunet
gery and/or in time of death.
in honor of Anchorage Archbishop
When patients are transferred to rehabilitation places and/or
Emeritus Francis T. Hurley upon his retirement.
assisted living, Fr. Brunet tries to follow up with patients at
Members of the Catholic Native Ministry who nomileast once or twice a month.
nated both recipients were pleased and gave both reliThese are just a few things mentioned about the priest
gious a standing ovation for their well-deserved awards.
who also travels almost 200 miles to Glennallen one weekFr. Brunet arrived at the Archdiocese in 2001 from
end a month to be with the parishioners who have known
the State of Washington to help out at Holy Family Parish
him for over ten years.

Fr. Brunet honored
at Anchorage banquet

M

B

rownsville’s diocesan paper The Valley Catholic ran a
feature on St. Joseph Church, on Toluca Ranch near
Progreso, TX.
Built after a design by Fr.
Peter Keralum, OMI, who also
designed the Immaculate
Conception Cathedral in
Brownsville, the church was
dedicated by Fr. L. Maurel, OMI
on July 30, 1899.
The edifice was built by
Don Florencia Saenz on his ranch
in thanksgiving for the fresh water
found on his land. Like other such
“ranch churches”, it served the landowners, neighbors,
employees and families.
St. Joseph featured a vaulted ceiling “originally made of
canvas from the sails of ships that landed at Port Isabel.” Its
silver-lined bells were bought by Saenz in Paris at the World
Exposition.
Although on the Texas historical record, the church is
now closed to the public due to extensive damage done by
vandals on Sept. 11, 2012.
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T

he Whitley Theological
Center in San Antonio,
TX Oblate School of Theology
welcomed 45 participants for the annual
Oblate Partnership meeting, April 12-14.
Presentations were made by 3
Oblates: Frs. Tom Singer, Jim Deegan
and Frank Santucci. Their talks were
followed by reflection groups centering
on Cultivating a Life Lived in the
Presence of God, with special emphasis
on the spirituality and charism of St.
Eugene de Mazenod.
Sponsors for this year’s
Conference were Rosemary Walsh,
Cliff and Mary Jo Bolner, GeeGee
and John Whitehurst and Renee
Benson.
A special feature of the gathering
was a banquet hosted by Renee Benson

Rosemary Walsh, Frs. Paul Feeley (Lacombe province), Tom Singer,
Marge Busch and Mark Ettling in one of the reflection groups.
at the establishment for the Arts which Artie Pingolt headed up the
she is developing in historic Blanco, organization of the event.
TX, in the “hill country,” north of San
Antonio.
Alicia von Stamwitz,
formerly of Ligouri Publications,
facilitated the conference, while

Left: Fr. Tom Singer speaking to (l-r) Rosemary Walsh, Graciela Etchart,
Renee and Rita Benson.

Right: Honorees, Graciela and
Renee backed by (l-r) Frs. Bill
Antone, Bill Morell, Tom Singer
and Mr. Artie Pingolt. After many
years of working with Artie on
grant applications, Graciela has
decided to leave that task to
others. MANY THANKS,
GRACIELA!
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Furmanek leads Retreat Day in Miramar

A

t the invitation of Fr. Pauldass
Selvaraj, OMI, the Oblate
Associates’ National Director,
Geri Furmanek, led a retreat day at
St. Stephen’s parish, Miramar, FL on
April 6.

Geri attends to a concern of an
Associate.
This retreat was particularly
poignant, since the Oblates will be
returning the parish to the diocese this
summer. If they choose, the group can
continue to be part of the Oblate Family
through contact with the Associates’
National Office.
Several Associates at St.
Stephen’s had just completed their year
of formation, while others were in the
process of finishing the recommended
background materials on the Oblate
Founder.
Following the retreat’s theme,
Gift of Hope, Ms Furmanek reflected

on themes garnered from St. Eugene’s
charism and Pope Benedict’s
encyclical, On Christian Hope.
Will Shaw, once again in his
role as St. Eugene, encouraged
participants, reminding them that
they must take time to grieve and
talk about the loss involved in the
Bro. Uribe listens to an Associate
leaving of the Oblates.
The Miramar Associates have Noel, Matthew Glynn, Katherine
determined to remain connected to Kalpoo, Angie Kalpoo, Lucy Marcano,
the Oblates. Presently, John Delia Vazquez, Grace (Allagracia) Cruz,
Venezia, Yvette Fuentes and Tony Leela Pestana, Maralyn Shaw, Dominic
Casas will be coordinating the Shaw and Wesley Frank Shaw
group.
The Oblates presently
ministering at St. Stephen’s
are Frs. Alex Roque,
George Roy, Pauldass
Selvaraj and Schol. Bro.
David Uribe.
Retreat participants included:
Fr. Selvaraj, Bro. Uribe, John
Venezia, Marge Cesta, Mary
Raynor, Carol Huff-Gacitua,
Johnny Gacitua, Jennifer
Ramlogan, Tony & Honey
Scott, Charlie Fitch, Yvette
Will Shaw as St. Eugene delights the group.
Fuentes, Tony Casas, Sincera

1000 years of ministry celebrated

S

ome 500 family and friends gathered with Oblates from around the country at the Chapel at Oblate School of Theology in San Antonio to celebrate
the Jubilees of 22 Missionary Oblates of Mary Immaculate. Altogether,
the men who were honored on April 9, 2013 have served the Church for over
1,000 years. Fr. Armand Mathew was the principal celebrant, and Fr. Art
Flores was the homilist.

Priesthood: 70 years: George Protopapas;
60: Pasquale Lanese,Agustin Petru,
Francis Pfeifer and Hugo Van den
Bussche; 50: Saturnino Lajo; 25: Victor
Santoyo
First Profession: 70 years; Armand
Mathew; 65: Charles Sellars, Hugo Van
den Bussche; 60: Clarence Menard,
Francis Pfeifer, Cornelius Scanlan, and

One of the “break-out” groups.
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Continued on page 13

Fr. Pasquale Lanese and friend

Silva to lead Critical Ministry Issues Conference

Frs. Bryan Silva, Mike Hussey and Carlos Alarcon during the break at Bryan’s
Convocation 2013 talk: Why is He Such a Pain?: Difficult Persons in Community.
r. Bryan Silva, OMI is spear- use of internet pornography in clergy
heading a conference on May 21, and their parishioners. The confer2013 at the Oblate School of ence will be held in collaboration with
Theology to address the issues around St. Luke Institute in Silver Spring, MD.

F

Fr. Silva will present ways for
priests and parish staff to help manage
this growing problem.
Dr. Nancy Kluge, a primary
therapist at St. Luke’s and a specialist
in sexual problems and sexual education, will also present. Dr. Kluge has
taught in universities in the Silver Spring
area for over 20 years and was director of education at St. Luke until recently. Both Fr. Silva and Dr. Kluge
wrote and presented a day-long workshop to the United States Bishops on
this topic at their general meeting in Seattle, Washington in 2010.
It is hoped that this conference
will grow into on-going research into
critical ministerial issues which negatively affect priestly ministry. Fr. Silva
will continue gathering data on the issues and developing educational opportunities to help clergy learn to avoid
pitfalls that face them in their ministry.

1000 years of ministry
Continued from page 12
Harry Schuckenbrock; 50: Dale Schlitt; 40: Robert Hickl;
25: Frederick Emanuelson, Arthur Flores,Gregory
Gallagher, Richard Hall, Nicholas Harding, Thomas
Horan, and Joseph LaBelle.

Jub

Jubilarians, Frs. Pfeifer, Scanloan, Lajo with Bishop Pfeifer

Above: Fr. Art Flores with members of
his family.
Right, left to right: Frs. George
Protopapas and friend; Armand
Mathew and friend.
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Convocation 2012
Continued from page 1
Fr. Joe Nassal, C.PP.S, provincial of the Precious
Blood Priests and Brothers. Concentrating on the
theme: On Fire Still: The Challenge of
Transformation, Fr. Nassal spoke first of The
Inward Adventure: Tending the Flame, and then
passed on to The Outward Mission: Standing in
Solidarity.
The afternoons of the convocation were
devoted to two break-out, or Interest Sessions.
Tuesday’s sessions included: Oraison-The Heart of Oblate
Spirituality-Fr. Jim Deegan; Centering Prayer and OMI PrayerFr. Bill Sheehan; Our Domestic Liturgies-Fr. David Power; The
Founder’s Spirituality for Today-Fr. Frank Santucci; Praying with
Icons:-Frs. Mark Dean and Jack Lau; Getting Old or Aging

Fr. Nassal (front) at table with, l-r: Archbishop Roger Schwietz
and Fr. Tom Killeen.

Getting ready for yet another meal, l-r : Frs. Ron
Carignan, Billy Morell, Roger Bergkamp, John Morin and
George Roy.
last phrase of the convocation theme, were entitled on
Communities On Fire.
In his two lectures on Thursday, Fr. Stephen Bevans,
S.V.D., Professor of Mission and Culture at the Catholic
Theological Union in Chicago, IL, first explored a Vision of
Mission Today as Partnering with the Missionary God then
suggested: How Do We Do it? What Do We Do?
That afternoon’s Interest Sessions included discussions
on: Difficult Persons in Community -Bryan Silva; Shrines as Places of the
New Evangelization-Tony Rigoli, Promoting Oblate Vocations-Charlie Banks;
JPIC/OEI Ministry-Séamus Finn; Social Media and the New EvangelizationRay Cook; Youth Ministry-Jesse Esqueda; Christian Unity-Harry Winter;
Mission Centers-David Munoz; Fundraising-Bill Morell & Jim Chambers; and
Continued on page 15
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Gracefully?-Fr. Don Arel; OST: Resourcing Our Missionary Presence-Fr.
John Staak; Young OMI Voices-Schol. Bros. Jason Rossignol and Dan
Ziegler; Social Media and the New Evangelization-Fr. Ray Cook; and
Oblate Brothers: Where’s the New Life?-Bro. Patrick McGee.
The homilist for the afternoon Eucharist was Fr.
Ron Rolheiser, with Fr. Alejandro Roque as presider.
On Wednesday morning the Eucharistic presider
was Fr. Karl Davis, with Fr. John Cox as homilist.
That day’s principal speaker was an old friend of
the Oblates, having given many presentations over the
years to many Oblate gatherings, Bro. Loughlan Sofield,
of the Missionary Servants of the Most Holy Trinity. Bro.
Sofield is presently Director of the Mission Servant Center
for Collaborative Ministry. His talks, also centered on the

Bro. Sofield with, l-r: Will Shaw, Frs. Dan LeBlanc and
Jerry Orsino.

Convocation 2012
Continued from page 14
Zambia:Connections with Our Delegation-Peter Chibesa Chishimba .
Principal celebrant at that afternoon’s Eucharist
was Fr. Tom Ovalle. Fr. David Power was the homilist.
The evening ended with a banquet enlivened by a St.
Louis jazz band.
Friday’s closing Eucharist was presided over
by Fr. Ray Cook, with Fr.Roger Bergkamp as
homilist. The final session featured reflections on the
Convocation by members of the Provincial Council.
Even the cold and wet climate (with the
exception of Wednesday) could not dampen the
enthusiasm with which the Convocation was Frs. Ed Hauf, Elmar Mauer, Tim Paulsen, Tony Rigoli, Phil
experienced. The excellence of the lectures, the Singarayar and Jesse Esqueda discuss Youth Ministry.
practicality of the Interest Groups and the hospitality of
the Shrine staff left nothing to be desired.

Frs. George Kirwin, Tom Hayes, Harry Winter, Steve
Conserva and Walter Butor at the Ecumenism
Intervention

Fr. Stephen Bevans gets together with his former
students, Frs. Greg Gallagher, David Munoz, Jim
Chambers, John Ettensohn, Joe Dowling, Rocky Grimard,
Stephen Bevens, Andrew Sensenig, Art Flores and Jim
Brobst.

Left: Eugene Mile
(Novice); Sch. Bro
Terence Chota, OMI;
Sidney
Sakala
(Novice); Sch. Bro.
Michael Tembo.
Right: Bro. Sofield
exchanges a word
with Bishop Mike
Pfeifer.
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End Runs

√
Carrie Ronnander, Curator at the Chippewa Valley Museum
in Eau Claire, WI is using the memoirs of the late Fr. Peter
Minwegen, OMI in a discussion
on the impact of the Ku Klux Klan
in the west-central Wisconsin area.
Ordained in Germany in 1907, Fr.
Minwegen came to the U.S. in 1908
and among his numerous assign- Fr. Minwegen with nephew, Fr. Elmar
ments, served in a number of par- Mauer, OMI (1970s photo).
ishes in the Midwest. He oversaw the construction of one of the
Chippewa Valley churches and in his memoirs wrote of his interactions
with a local chapter of the KKK. Fr. Minwegen was one of the early founders of
St. Henry’s Prep Seminary in Belleville, IL. He died on Aug. 12. 1977.
√
The Twin Cities Oblate Partners retreat will be held at Christ the
King Retreat Center in Buffalo, MN on July 20, 2013.
√
Culture and Philosophy as Ways of Life in Times of Global Change
is the theme for the Aug. 1-3 Council for Values and Philosophy meeting at the
University of Athens, Greece. Fr. George McLean, OMI will present the
Thematic Introduction for the event which will include speakers from China, Africa,
Russia, India, Argentina, Mexico, Portugal, Rome and the United States.
√
There is still time to register for the week long transformative learning
experience at the Oblate Ecological Initiative! The program runs from
Sunday, August 4 to Sunday, August 11, 2013. Register now and receive a
short reading list to help you prepare. For details visit the OEI web site or call
618-466-5004 and request a registration form.
The 11 year old Oblate-initiated Community Supported Garden at
√
La Vista made the front page of the April 17th St. Louis Post-Dispatch “Let’s
Eat” section…...and on to pages 2 & 4 as well! Some good photos, too.
http://www.stltoday.com/gallery/lifestyles/la-vista-csa-farm/collection_d6f838aec456-5c0c-9feb-9d2081990f8e.html#1
Fr. John Hanley, OMI, director of
Immaculata Retreat House, Willimantic, CT
presented Mrs. Ida Maillet of Avon CT with
a Gift Certificate for a future retreat
and flowers in appreciation for her making
an annual retreat at Immaculata for fifty
consecutive years. Ida is a great promoter
of the annual French Retreat which attracts
an average of 30 people a year from all over
New England.

Remember to check out the province’s website
for more information and links to other Oblate
news items.: www.omiusa.org
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